Cursor Declaration for Access to Covered Employee Records in Temporary Fair Share Process

EXEC SQL

DECLARE COVERED_CURSOR CURSOR FOR

SELECT DISTINCT
    A.EMPLOYEE_ID , A.TITLE_UNIT_CODE
FROM PPPVZAPP_APP A
WHERE A.APP_REP_CODE = 'C'
    AND A.APP_WOS_IND = 'N'
    AND (A.APPT_BEGIN_DATE <= :WS-MONTH-END
         OR A.APPT_END_DATE = :WS-MONTH-BEGIN)
    AND EXISTS
      (SELECT B.BUF_BUC
       FROM PPPVZBUF_BUF B
       WHERE B.BUF_BUC = A.TITLE_UNIT_CODE)
ORDER BY A.EMPLOYEE_ID, A.TITLE_UNIT_CODE

END-EXEC.